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In this survey, we review some of the main techniques for simulating a quantum computation on
a classical computer, as well as some of the publicly available simulation software.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. QUANTUM COMPUTATION
FUNDAMENTALS

A. State vector

Quantum computation is the field of study concerned
with computation performed within the postulates im-
posed by the theory of quantum mechanics. The notion
of “computation”, as here used, is the same as in the field
of (classical) computability and complexity theory, and
so we refer to, for example, Ref. [1] for a formal overview
of the topic. However, for simplicity, computation can be
taken to mean the evaluation of some function over some
discrete input range. In any case, this function (or, more
generally, the computational task at hand) will be made
concrete in context.

The postulates of quantum mechanics, on the other
hand, are well defined and may succinctly be stated as
follows [2]:

State space: An isolated quantum system is repre-
sented by a ray of unit two-norm vectors in a com-
plex vector space equipped with an inner product
(i.e., a Hilbert space). This space is referred to as
the state space.

Evolution: The evolution of an isolated quantum sys-

tem, as represented by its quantum state vector ψ⃗,
is given by a unitary operator acting on that quan-
tum state vector. I.e., let H be the Hilbert space
such that the quantum state vector is, at some

moment, ψ⃗ ∈ H. Then, there exists an operator
U ∈ H×H, satisfying UU† = U†U = I 1 such that,
after some time, the state of the system is given by

the quantum state vector Uψ⃗.

Measurement: A set of operators {Mm}m, acting on
H and satisfying

∑
mM

†
mMm = I, define a “mea-

surement”. Each operator Mm has an associated
outcome m, such that the measurement operation

yields outcome m with probability ∥Mmψ⃗∥22. After
the measurement, the quantum system is described

by the quantum state vector Mmψ⃗/∥Mmψ⃗∥ 2.

1 The dagger symbol (†) is used to denote conjugate transposition.

Composite Systems: If a quantum system is com-
posed of multiple quantum subsystems, then the
corresponding state vector space is given by the
tensor product of the quantum state vector spaces
of the subsystems.

A quantum computation is, thus, a computation car-
ried out within these postulates. Taking the computa-
tional task to be a decision problem (i.e., a question to
which the computer should output a “yes” or “no” an-
swer), we may, without loss of generality, consider that
the final answer is produced by a final measurement (as
defined in the measurement postulate), with outcomes
“yes” (m = 1) or “no” (m = 0).
In the classical case, it is well known that a binary al-

phabet – the “bit” – is sufficient to perform computation
(in the sense that it requires only a logarithmic overhead
in comparison to a larger alphabet; see [3, Claim 1.5]).
To perform quantum computation, we will likewise work
with a quantum analogue of the bit, the “qubit”. In par-
ticular, a qubit is a quantum state of a Hilbert space of
dimension 2, H2. For concreteness, we choose two quan-
tum state vectors of H2 that are orthogonal,

|0⟩ , |1⟩ (1)

and that thus form a basis of H2, the “computational ba-
sis”. We’ve also here introduced the so-called “Dirac no-
tation”, or “bra-ket notation”, common in quantum me-
chanics, and by extension in quantum computing works.
We present a summary of Dirac notation in Table I, and
we will henceforth use this notation.
In analogy to how, in the classical case, a binary alpha-

bet can represent larger alphabets, multiple qubits can
be used to span a larger Hilbert space, by the composite
systems postulate. Indeed, n qubits span 2n orthogonal
states in their collective state space, which we may label
by the binary string given by each of the qubits, or the
corresponding number:

|0⟩|0⟩. . .|0⟩|0⟩ ≡ |0b⟩,
|0⟩|0⟩. . .|0⟩|1⟩ ≡ |1b⟩,
|0⟩|0⟩. . .|1⟩|0⟩ ≡ |2b⟩,
. . .

|1⟩|1⟩. . .|1⟩|1⟩ ≡ |2n − 1b⟩.

(2)

Where it is clear in context (for example, if a ket is
labeled with a value other than 0 or 1), we may drop the
subscript b.
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|ψ⟩ Vector ψ, or “ket” ψ. Corresponds to ψ⃗.

⟨ψ| Dual of |ψ⟩, or “bra” ψ. Corresponds to ψ⃗†.

⟨a|b⟩ Inner product between vectors |a⟩ and |b⟩.

|a⟩ ⊗ |b⟩ Tensor product between vectors |a⟩ and |b⟩.
If both |a⟩ , |b⟩ ∈ Hn, |a⟩ ⊗ |b⟩ ∈ Hn2 .

|a⟩|b⟩ Shortened notation for |a⟩ ⊗ |b⟩.

⟨a|A |b⟩ Inner product between |a⟩ and A |b⟩, or,
equivalently, A† |a⟩ and |b⟩.
If |a⟩ = |b⟩, may be referred to as the

expectation value of A under |a⟩.

|a⟩⟨a| Projector onto the span of |a⟩.

Table I. Summary of “Dirac notation”, or “bra-ket notation”.

Per the state space postulate, a state of n qubits may
be given by a linear combination of these basis states:

|ψ⟩ =
2n−1∑
j=0

αj |jb⟩

αj ∈ C,
∑2n−1
j=0 |αj |2 = 1

(3)

If more than one αj is non-zero, we say the state is in
“superposition”. Measuring a state in superposition pro-
duces different outcomes, depending on the state’s over-
lap with the outcome state. To see this, consider the
measurement

{Mm = |mb⟩⟨mb| m = 0, . . . , 2n − 1}. (4)

Since every |jb⟩ has unit norm, and {|jb⟩}j=0,...,2n−1

span the Hilbert space being considered, this set satisfies
the conditions outlined in the measurement postulate.
We conclude also from the postulate that the probability
of observing outcome j is given by

Pr
|ψ⟩

[j] = |αj |2. (5)

B. Density matrix

Consider the measurement (4) on state (3). After per-
forming such a measurement, one holds state |jb⟩ with
probability Pr|ψ⟩[j]. This is not correctly described by a
superposition. To see this, suppose a single qubit, and a
Hadamard gate:

H = 1√
2

(
1 1

1 −1

)
H |0⟩ = 1√

2
(|0⟩+ |1⟩)

H |1⟩ = 1√
2
(|0⟩ − |1⟩)

(6)

From this definition and the previous discussion,

Pr
H|0⟩

[0] = Pr
H|1⟩

[0] = 1/2

Pr
H|0⟩

[1] = Pr
H|1⟩

[1] = 1/2
(7)

and we note that this is also true of the states

|+⟩ = |0⟩+ |1⟩√
2

|−⟩ = |0⟩ − |1⟩√
2

. (8)

We conclude from Eq. (7) that by taking a |0⟩ state,
applying a Hadamard gate, measuring, and again apply-
ing a Hadamard gate and measuring, we should observe 0
with probability 1/2, and likewise 1 with probability 1/2.
But, following the postulates and attempting to describe
the intermediate situation by either |+⟩ or |−⟩, we find
that

H |+⟩ = |0⟩
H |−⟩ = |1⟩

(9)

which would indicate either Pr[0] = 1 or Pr[1] = 1.
Indeed, the system may be described by one of sev-

eral states not in superposition, while we are uncertain
about which which state describes it. The density matrix
formalism (or density operator formalism) gives a formal
tool for describing this situation 2. If a quantum state is
in state |ψj⟩ with probability pj , the associated density
operator is

ρ =
∑
j

pj |ψj⟩⟨ψj | . (10)

In general, to be a valid density operator, ρ must have
unit trace and be a positive operator. In particular, the
density operator associated to a state vector |ψ⟩ is

ρ = |ψ⟩⟨ψ| , (11)

and a statistical mixture between multiple ρj with corre-
sponding probability pj is given by the density operator

ρ =
∑
j

pjρj . (12)

Density matrices are a “complete” formalism, in the
sense that we may rephrase the postulates of quantum
mechanics only in terms of the density matrix operator;
in fact one may check that the two sets of postulates are
equivalent.

2 Alternatively, the density matrix formalism allows one to express
both “quantum randomness”, as resulting from the measurement
of a state in superposition, and “classical randomness”, in the
sense of operations conditioned on a random/unknown bit string.
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State space (Density matrix):
An isolated physical system is completely described
by a density operator, which is a positive operator
of unit trace in a Hilbert space. If a system is in
state ρj with probability pj , its density operator is
ρ =

∑
j pjρj .

Evolution (Density matrix):
Let a quantum system be described, at some mo-
ment, by the density operator ρ. Then, there exists
a unitary operator U such that, after some time,
the quantum system is now described by the den-
sity operator ρ′ = UρU†.

Measurement (Density matrix):
A set of operators {Mm}m, acting on the space of
ρ, and satisfying

∑
mM

†
mMm, define a “measure-

ment”. Each operator Mm has an outcome m as-
sociated to it. If a quantum state is described by a
density operator ρ, the outcome of a measurement
is m with probability Tr

(
M†
mMmρ

)
, and, after the

measurement, the system is now described by the
density matrix ρ′ =MmρM

†
m/Tr

(
M†
mMmρ

)
.

Composite Systems (Density matrix):
The density operator describing a quantum system
composed of multiple quantum subsystems is given
by the tensor product of the density operators of
each of the subsystems.

A quantum state with density matrix ρ for which there
exists

|ψ⟩ such that ρ = |ψ⟩⟨ψ| (13)

is said to be a pure state, while a state that cannot satisfy
this is said to be a mixed state.

A density operator may be used to describe a quan-
tum subsystem: if a system is composed of subsystems
A and B, jointly described by the density operator ρ,
then subsystem A is described by density operator

ρA = TrB(ρ) =
∑
j

(IA ⊗ ⟨j|B)ρ(IA ⊗ |j⟩B) (14)

where TrB is the newly defined partial trace operation,
IA is the identity in the state space of A, and we take
{|j⟩}j to be a basis over the state space of B.

C. Quantum circuits

To conclude this section, we introduce a common nota-
tion to denote unitary transformations, and by extension
quantum algorithms: quantum circuits.

Recall that a quantum computation may be described
by a sequence of unitary evolutions and measurements,
and a final measurement. While the measurements cor-
respond (by the measurement postulate) to a physical
procedure, it is not necessarily clear how to implement

Symbol Definition Description

X
X |0⟩ = |1⟩
X |1⟩ = |0⟩

X-Pauli or “not” gate

Y
Y |0⟩ = −i |1⟩
Y |1⟩ = i |0⟩

Y -Pauli gate

Z
Z |0⟩ = |0⟩
Z |1⟩ = − |1⟩

Z-Pauli gate

H
H |0⟩ =

√
1/2(|0⟩+ |1⟩)

H |1⟩ =
√

1/2(|0⟩ − |1⟩)
Hadamard gate

S
S |0⟩ = |0⟩
S |1⟩ = i |1⟩

Phase gate

T
T |0⟩ = |0⟩
T |1⟩ = eiπ/4 |1⟩

π/8 gate

RX(θ) exp{−iθX/2} X-rotation gate

RY (θ) exp{−iθY/2} Y -rotation gate

RZ(θ) exp{−iθZ/2} Z-rotation gate

CX |0⟩⟨0| ⊗ I + |1⟩⟨1| ⊗X Controlled-not gate

Table II. Common “native” operations, often assumed to be
physically realizable, to be composed into other operations.

a given unitary transformation3. Instead, we assume the
ability to physically realize a number of elementary op-
erations, and compose these operations to build more so-
phisticated unitary evolutions. Table II lists some com-
mon basic operations. Critically, a limited set of these
elementary operations can be sufficient to express any
unitary evolution. I.e., the notion of a universal quan-
tum gate set is well defined. The set of gates specified in
Table II form a universal quantum gate set. One could
even reduce the size of this set while maintaining univer-
sality; for example, the set of {RX , RY , RZ ,CX} gates
is also universal [2]. A common choice of universal gate
set is the “Clifford+T” set, where the Clifford gate set,
{S,H,CX}, is augmented with the T gate. Note that the
Clifford gate set generates all the Pauli gates. The term
“Clifford group” is used to denote the set of all operations
generated by the Clifford gate set.
Quantum circuits provide a visual notation to denote

composition of elementary gates into larger unitary evo-
lutions and measurements. The main elements of a quan-
tum circuit are given in Table III. Assuming every oper-
ation in the elementary gate set can be performed in a
time step, it follows that the number of vertical slices in
a quantum circuit correspond to the running time of the

3 Rigorously, this depends on how the unitary is “given”. Here,
consider that a unitary is given by specifying its action over
each element |j⟩ of a set spanning the state space. By linearity
(viz. the evolution postulate), this determines the action of the
unitary over any vector in the state space.
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circuit. This is referred to as the circuit’s depth. The
circuit’s width is the number of qubits acted upon non-
trivially by the circuit, and relates to the space require-
ments of the circuit.

Because a quantum algorithm corresponds to known
unitary evolutions and measurements, it is expressible in
quantum circuit form. We say, then, that a quantum al-
gorithm is efficient if the corresponding quantum circuit’s
width and depth scale at most polynomially with input
size.

III. SIMULATION TECHNIQUES

The quantum computational model, as introduced in
the previous section, is believed to be more powerful
than the classical computing model [4]. One canoni-
cal example of evidence for this separation is the exis-
tence of Shor’s Algorithm for efficient factoring [5, 6].
Thus, the task of classically simulating a quantum com-
putation becomes doubly significant: on the one hand,
an efficient classical algorithm to simulate an arbitrary
quantum computation would have a fundamental impact
in the current understanding of computational complex-
ity (but, for this reason, is not expected to exist). On
the other hand, it is necessary to ensure that a partic-
ular instance of a quantum circuit cannot be classically
simulated in practice in order to claim that a quantum
computation has been carried out “with advantage” (i.e.,
beyond a classical regime, or what is often referred to
as “quantum supremacy”) [7–10]. Finally, even in the
quantum advantage regime, small-scale classical simula-
tions remain relevant as a source of reference data for
validation [11].

As discussed in section IIA, a quantum state of n
qubits is determined by a vector of 2n complex values,
up to a global phase factor, and subject to a normal-
ization constraint. Therefore, on first approach, one may
believe that a quantum circuit of more than 40–45 qubits
cannot be classically simulated, simply due to the mem-
ory requirements of maintaining a quantum state vec-
tor. However, this consideration ignores the details of
any particular problem instance, such as the existence of
structure or constraints in the quantum circuit to be ran,
or specifications on the desired output. In this section,
we review some key theoretical results regarding classi-
cal simulation of quantum computations, as well as some
general techniques.

A. Strong simulation vs. weak simulation

As defined in section II, the final output of a quantum
computation results from a measurement. Due to the
nature of measurements, the outcome is a random vari-
able, and its distribution depends on the underlying state
vector before the measurement. Thus, should a classical
simulation of a quantum algorithm:

i. generate a random outcome observing the same
output distribution as the quantum counterpart,
or;

ii. explicitly specify the distribution of the generated
output?

These two problem specifications correspond, respec-
tively, to the notions of weak simulation and strong sim-
ulation. Requiring either strong or weak simulation may
significantly affect the computational hardness of the
task; indeed there exist circuits for which classical weak
simulation is easy, but classical strong simulation is hard
[12]. Stating these two notions more formally:

Definition 1 (Strong simulation [12]). Given a de-
scription of a quantum circuit of n qubits, which cor-
responds to unitary operator U , terminating with a mea-
surement of the first qubit in the computational basis,
output Tr

(
|0⟩⟨0| U |0b⟩⟨0b|U†).

Definition 2 (Weak simulation [12]). Given a descrip-
tion of a quantum circuit of n qubits, which corresponds
to unitary operator U , terminating with a measurement
of the first qubit in the comptuational basis, output 0 with
probability Tr

(
|0⟩⟨0| U |0b⟩⟨0b|U†), or 1 otherwise.

In practice, one may wish to simulate the circuit only
up to some point, or to inspect the intermediate state
of a small-scale computation [11, 13]. This motivates
a different definition of strong simulation by some au-
thors. Namely, recalling Eq. (3), note that knowledge of
αj is enough to determine the probability of observing
any measurement in the computational basis. However,
the converse is not true: because Pr[j] = |αj |2, knowl-
edge of Pr[j] fails to inform about the complex phase of
αj

4. So, strong simulation may be taken to mean:

Definition 3 (Strong simulation, wave-function version
[14]). Given a quantum circuit of n qubits, corresponding
to a unitary operator U , and an n-bit string j, output
⟨jb|U |0b⟩.

Note that, in all of the definitions above, we took the
quantum circuits to be described by a unitary operator,
which may not be trivially true if measurements are per-
formed half-way in the circuit (viz. section II B), or if
classical post-processing is employed. However, a well-
known result, which we review in appendix A, allows us
to defer all measurements to the end of the circuit, such
that the whole of the computation is carried out unitarily.

4 By the state space postulate, a global phase factor is physically
irrelevant. However, relative phase differences should not be
disregarded. As a simple example, consider the action of the
Hadamard gate (eqs. (7),(8)): the only difference between the
|+⟩ and |−⟩ states is the relative phase difference between the
|0⟩ and |1⟩ components – however, the result from acting with
the Hadamard gate is completely different.
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Symbol Definition Description

Wire
Reperesents the state space associated to a qubit, i.e., H2. Multiple wires,
vertically aligned, represent the collective Hilbert space, given by the tensor
product of the individual H2 spaces (viz. the composite systems postulate).

A / Register
Represents multiple wires, i.e., a subspace of dimension 2n, where n is the
number of wires in the register. As shown, a register may be labelled.

U Gate
Unitary U acting on the state space associated to the incoming wire

(left-hand side). The outgoing wire (right-hand side) corresponds to the
state space after the action of the gate.

Measurement

Measurement of the state subspace associated to the incoming wire
(left-hand side), according to the measurement {(|0⟩⟨0| , 0), (|1⟩⟨1| , 1)}
(“computational basis measurement”). The double wire represents the

resulting classical bit (i.e., a Z2 space).

A •

B U
Controlled operation

Denotes the operation |0⟩⟨0|A ⊗ IB + |1⟩⟨1|A ⊗ UB acting on the collective
state space of A and B.

|ψ⟩ U Application

The quantum state resulting from application of the unitary represented by
the quantum circuit on the quantum state specified on the left-hand side.

The resulting state may be denoted on the right-hand side.
Here, represents the state U |ψ⟩.

/ V W Composition
Circuits are “read” left-to-right. Thus, the concatenation of two circuits
denoting the actions of operators, respectively, V and W , results in a

circuit denoting the operator WV .

Table III. Quantum circuit notation.

B. Clifford circuits and the Gottesman-Knill
theorem

Recall that Clifford gates are gates in the Clifford set,
i.e., any quantum circuit that can be written in terms
of phase, Hadamard, and Controlled-Not gates (viz. Ta-
ble II). Then, the Gottesman-Knill theorem states the
following:

Theorem 1 (Gottesman-Knill [15]). Every (uniform
family of) Clifford circuit(s), when applied to the input
state |0b⟩ ≡ |0⟩|0⟩ . . . |0⟩, and when followed by a com-
putational basis measurement of the first qubit, can be
efficiently simulated classically in the strong sense.

The theorem is constructive, and in Ref. [16] Gottes-
man and Aaronson provide a high-performance (weak)
simulator of Clifford circuits that can scale up to tens
of thousands of qubits. Van den Nest [12] gives an al-
ternative derivation of the theorem that allows for direct
strong simulation as well (both the regular and wave-
function version).

Despite this result, Clifford circuits very easily extend
to the universality regime: not only by augmentation of
the gate set – the Clifford+T gate set is already univer-
sal – but also by choice of the input state. Indeed, there
exist “magic states”, such that a supply of these (pre-

prepared) quantum states and Clifford operations are
enough to perform universal quantum computation [17].
Nonetheless, if Clifford gates dominate a non-Clifford cir-
cuit, this structure may be exploited to speed-up compu-
tation, by treating the simulation as a tensor network
where the calculation of certain tensors can be sped-up
[11] (viz. section III F).
This move from Clifford-based computation to quan-

tum universality entails a “jump”, since Clifford circuits
are not as powerful as classical circuits. In Ref. [12], this
computational gap is discussed and eliminated, by giv-
ing a superclass of Clifford circuits, “HT circuits”, that
is equivalent to classical computation and can be weakly
simulated.
Finally, note also that certain classes of efficiently sim-

ulatable circuits not discussed here, such as matchgate
circuits, may relate non-trivially with Clifford circuits
[18–20].

C. Schrödinger simulation

Schrödinger simulation refers to the straightforward
approach of maintaining the global state-vector, updat-
ing it as new unitary operations are encountered [21].
As such, it is inherently a form of the wave-function ver-
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sion of strong simulation (definition 3). This method also
requires, by definition, that 2n complex values are main-
tained for a state of n qubits, such that it cannot phys-
ically scale beyond a certain number of qubits (about
45-50 qubits, corresponding to a petabyte or more of
memory, if each amplitude is represented within 8 bytes;
barring adaptative models admitting error, such as in
Ref. [21]).

Despite this constraint, a significant amount of re-
search has been devoted to Schrödinger simulation in
the memory-tractable regime (n ≲ 50), specifically in
pushing this limit and speeding up the running time
[9, 10, 13, 21–26].

A key observation is that, if each gate is considered at
a time, the matrix-vector products being calculated are
of very sparse and strongly structured matrices. Namely,
the gates are local, in the sense that they involve non-
trivially at most a small number k of qubits. For ex-
ample, in Ref. [9], this is used to ensure that compute
resources are maximally utilized via parallelization. Fol-
lowing a different strategy, in Ref. [13], advance knowl-
edge of the action of common blocks of operations in
quantum computing is used to speed up over the sim-
ulation of each gate individually. Gate fusion, different
encoding techniques and cache-related considerations, as
well as employment of compiler intrinsics, also allow for
speed improvements [9, 10, 13, 22, 23].

Otherwise, the problem may be regarded as a classical
large-sparse-matrix and vector product, a well-researched
problem (see, e.g., Ref. [27]).

D. Feynman simulation

The Feynman simulation method [14, 28, 29] trades
the 2n memory requirement by an exponential time com-
putation, but in linear space. Being also a form of the
wave-function version of strong simulation (definition 3),
the Feynman simulation method follows from noticing
the following:

⟨x|ULUL−1UL−2 · · ·U2U1 |0b⟩ =

= ⟨x|UL(Σ2n−1
j=0 |j⟩⟨j|)UL−1(Σ

2n−1
j′=0 |j′⟩⟨j′|)

UL−2 · · ·U2(Σ
2n−1
j′′=0 |j

′′⟩⟨j′′|)U1 |0b⟩ =

=
∑

{y(t)}∈{0,1,...,2n−1}L−1

L−1∏
t=0

〈
y(t+1)

∣∣Ut ∣∣y(t)〉
(15)

since {|jb⟩}j=0,...,2n−1 form an orthonormal basis of the
state vector space, and letting |y(L)⟩ ≡ |x⟩. Now, take
each of the Ut to be the (local, sparse) unitary corre-
sponding to a quantum gate in a quantum circuit, such
that L is the depth of the quantum circuit. One may
conclude this scheme requires O(n · (2d)n+1) time and
O(n log d) space [14].

Figure 1. The action of two Hadamard gates (eq. 6) acting
on a single qubit initialized to |0⟩, as a trivial example of in-
terference. Each node’s tone reflects the absolute value of the
associated amplitude: darker corresponds to greater ampli-
tude. The node with a negative amplitude is marked with a
(−). In a Feynman path integral interpretation (see section
IIID), each of the drawn paths is considered separately, and
then summed, resulting in the destructive interference of the
|1⟩ state.

This approach may be interpreted as a discrete version
of the Feynman path integral formulation, where, simply
put, every possible “computation path” (corresponding
to a choice of {y(t)}) is considered separately, in order
to determine the resulting constructive or destructive in-
terference between the paths; each path requires a lin-
ear amount of memory to compute, but there are expo-
nentially many paths to consider, which interfere among
themselves. This is illustrated in figure 1.
A further advantage of this method is that some of

the computational paths may be simply ignored, at the
expense of simulation fidelity. The computational advan-
tage of not having to compute these paths is sufficiently
expressive to allow for the simulation of real-world imple-
mentations thought to be impossible to simulate (match-
ing their fidelity) [10]. These considerations also apply
to the Schrödinger-Feynman method (section III E).

E. Schrödinger-Feynman simulation

It is possible to establish an intermediate scheme be-
tween Schrödinger simulation (section III C) and Feyn-
man simulation (section IIID) [14, 28, 30]. Thus, this
scheme, which allows for a controllable trade-off between
space and time complexity, is referred to by some authors
as Schrödinger-Feynman simulation [23, 28, 31].
The main idea of the technique is to divide the

quantum circuit into disjoint registers, performing
Schrödinger simulation for operations that involve only
qubits in the same register, but summing over “paths” re-
sulting from operations across registers. This allows the
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computation to be distributed (across different choices of
computation paths for cross-register operations), while
maximally exploiting the memory available to each pro-
cess.

The choice of (maximum) size of the registers deter-
mines the memory consumption, with bigger sized reg-
isters requiring more memory but less computational
paths to consider. Thus, for at-most k-qubit sized reg-
isters in an n-qubit circuit of depth d, one requires
O(n2n−k · (2d)k+1) time, and O(2n−k log d) space [14].

This method is well suited for simulating circuits with
a grid-like connectivity graph between qubits, as is com-
mon in practical implementations [7, 32, 33], and so is
used in multiple works pushing the boundary of quan-
tum advantage, allowing for simulation of circuits with
significantly more than 50 qubits [9, 30, 34].

F. Tensor network simulation

Closely related to the Feynman simulation technique,
but generalizing the idea, tensor-network based simula-
tion regards quantum circuit simulation as a form of ten-
sor contraction [35–40].

Recall that a tensor is an object generalizing matrices:
a tensor has upper and lower (contra- and co-variant) in-
dices; its number of indices determines its rank, while the
values that each index may take determine the dimension
of the index5. A given choice of indices yields a compo-

nent of the tensor, e.g., T ijklm denotes the (i, j, k; l,m)th
component of the tensor T . A tensor T is of type (a, b)
if it has a contravariant indices and b covariant indices.
Two tensors may be contracted by summing over, re-
spectively, a contravariant and contravariant index of the
same dimension over the product of the two tensors. I.e.,
let M and N be two tensors of types (a, b) and (c, d),
with dimension d on each index. The tensor whose com-
ponents are given by

d∑
ik=1

M
i1...ik−1ikik+1...ia
j1...jb

Nk1...kc
l1...lk−1iklk+1···ld

is an (a+ c− 1, b+ d− 1)-type tensor.
Now, it is possible to represent a quantum state of n

qubits by an n-rank tensor, where each index has dimen-
sion 2:

ψi1i2...in ↔

|ψ⟩ =
∑

i1,...,in=0,1

ψi1...in |i1⟩ · · · |in⟩ (16)

It follows that likewise any quantum operation involv-
ing k qubits is given by a (k, k)-type tensor, and the

5 Terminology regarding tensors is not always consistent across
works. For example, the terms way, order, degree, or dimension
may be used instead of rank [41–44].

quantum state vector after the operation is given by a
tensor contraction. E.g.,

|ϕ⟩ = G |ψ⟩ ↔

ϕi
′
a...i

′
kik+1...in =

∑
ia...ik=0,1

G
i′a...i

′
k

ia...ik
ψia...ikik+1...in (17)

where we have, for simplicity of notation, taken the ac-
tion of the gate G to be on the first k qubits.

Therefore, it is possible to represent a quantum circuit
acting on an input state as a sequence of tensor products
and contractions. The network of contractions of the
multiple tensors is designated by tensor network. The
result of the contraction will be a vector (rank-1 tensor),
the components of which are the entries in the state vec-
tor resulting from the action of the quantum circuit in the
input state. Therefore, contracting the tensor network
in this manner yields a wave-function strong simulation
method (definition 3). However, it is also possible to fix
a final projector, i.e., calculate the contraction respecting
to the tensor

⟨x|U |0b⟩ =
∑

i1,...,in=0,1

xi1...in U
i1...in
0,0,...,0 (18)

for a computational basis state |x⟩, and where U is the
tensor corresponding to the action of the quantum cir-
cuit. In this case, the result of the contraction is a single
complex amplitude (a rank-0 tensor), making it suitable
for strong or weak simulation (defs. 1,2). Fixing a fi-
nal projector allows for a different contraction order, and
may greatly improve the efficiency of the simulation [45].

Depending on how the tensor network is contracted,
the memory and time necessary to respectively keep
track of the tensor and contract it may vary dramati-
cally [46]. Thus, optimizing the procedure of finding the
optimal contraction ordering, known to be a computa-
tionally hard task in its generality, is a central research
topic [38, 47–52]. Nonetheless, when obtaining the state
vector, one may upper bound the time complexity of the
contraction as TO(1) exp[O(qD)], where T is the total
number of gates in the circuit, q is the maximum number
of adjacent qubits involved in a single operation, andD is
the depth of the circuit [36]. Note how the time complex-
ity grows exponentially with the depth of the circuit; this
motivated the increase of depth in “quantum supremacy”
experiments, though other characteristics, like qubit con-
nectivity or better contraction orderings, may still allow
for tensor-based simulation [48, 53, 54].

Finally, we note the method of decision diagrams [55–
60]. Developed in parallel to tensor methods, decision
diagrams are similar to tensor networks, but with less re-
dundancy. This entails both advantages and drawbacks,
and we refer to Ref. [45] for a comparison of the two
methods.
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G. Noise simulation

In the previous subsections, we have considered simu-
lation of “perfect” quantum circuits, i.e., circuits that do
not simulate the presence of noise (even though they may
consider the presence of noise to speed-up the simulation,
such as in [10]). However, the presence of noise is prac-
tically unavoidable in current experimental settings [61].
Therefore, it may be useful to simulate a noisy quantum
circuit.

Typically, the density matrix formalism (viz. section
II B) is used to describe the quantum state resulting from
a quantum circuit affected by noise, by modelling the ef-
fects of noise as quantum channels, i.e., completely posi-
tive, convex-linear, non-trace-increasing maps on density
matrices6[2]. These channels, in turn, reflect physical
equational models of noise [62].

While, for example, tensor-based simulation (section
III F) naturally extends to density matrix simulation [36],
it may seem that the overhead of maintaining a density
matrix while employing Schrödinger or Feynman simu-
lation would be impeditive. However, it turns out that
the effect of the usual noise channels can be rephrased
as the statistical average of random, non-unitary gates
in a quantum circuit [63]. Therefore, with an overhead
due to repeating the simulation multiple times to col-
lect statistics, it is possible to extend also the pure-state
based methods to simulate noise.

IV. SIMULATION SOFTWARE

In this section we examine some of the publicly avail-
able software for simulating quantum circuits. It is im-
portant to note that we do not claim to be exhaustive in
the number of simulators considered, nor on the bench-
marking the considered solutions. The large and growing
number of quantum circuit simulators available, and the
different possible goals for such software (e.g., small-scale
vs. supremacy-scale simulation), would make it impossi-

ble for a complete and even comparison. Thus, we fo-
cused on offline, small-scale, industry-recognized simula-
tors, such as those that a researcher might use to validate
their algorithms in toy-settings using their laptop.

A. Methodology

We began with the 3 most popular (at the time of
writing) quantum circuit simulators under the Github
“quantum-computing” tag7. Then, we considered every
quantum circuit simulator for which Qiskit provided a
backend interface. For providers of quantum hardware
interfacing with Qiskit, we considered the provider’s sim-
ulation solution, if it existed.

Appendix A: Delayed measurement

The delayed measurement lemma states:

Lemma 1 (Delayed measurement [2]).

•

/ U

=
•

/ U

(A1)

i.e., measurements can always be moved from an inter-
mediate stage of a quantum circuit to the end of the
circuit, replacing conditional classical operations by con-
trolled quantum operations.

This statement may be proven by explicitly calculating
the density matrix resulting from the action of each cir-
cuit, for an arbitrary input, and checking that the result
is the same. It follows that, when speaking of a quan-
tum algorithm, one may always take the procedure to be
described by a unitary operation followed by measure-
ments.
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